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Abstract. Action recognition pipelines that use Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) are currently 5 − 10% less accurate than Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). While most works that use RNNs employ a
2D CNN on each frame to extract descriptors for action recognition, we
extract spatiotemporal features from a 3D CNN and then learn the tem-
poral relationship of these descriptors through a stacked residual recur-
rent neural network (Res-RNN). We introduce for the first time residual
learning to counter the degradation problem in multi-layer RNNs, which
have been successful for temporal aggregation in two-stream action recog-
nition pipelines. Finally, we use a late fusion strategy to combine RGB
and optical flow data of the two-stream Res-RNN. Experimental results
show that the proposed pipeline achieves competitive results on UCF-101
and state of-the-art results for RNN-like architectures on the challenging
HMDB-51 dataset.
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1 Introduction

An important challenge in action recognition is to effectively model temporal
dynamics and long-term dependencies. If the temporal evolution of actions is
unaccounted for, similar actions (e.g. answering phone and hanging-up phone)
may be confused. Also to encode discriminative spatiotemporal descriptors from
the high-dimensional input video stream is key to address the recognition task.

Action recognition methods based on hand-crafted features [1, 2] have re-
cently been surpassed, in terms of recognition accuracy, by end-to-end trainable
deep architectures [3]. Earlier deep learning approaches use convolutional neural
networks to classify individual frames based on appearance information only,
and then average their class scores to expose the video prediction [4]. To com-
plement appearance information, low-level motion descriptors can be produced
by feeding short clips as input to the network [5] instead of single frames, or by
exploiting optical flow [6]. Integrating flow and appearance at the appropriate
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stage of the network can boost performance significantly [7]. Moreover, 3D Con-
vNets extend the convolutions in time to extract features from video segments [3,
5, 8]. To deal with the increased complexity of 3D ConvNets, pre-trained 2D im-
age recognition-based CNNs can be inflated to 3D (Two-Stream Inflated 3D
ConvNets (I3D) [3]). Residual networks [9] use skip connections to address the
degradation problem (increasing the number of layers in a feed-forward network
leads to a decrease in performance on both test and training data), allowing to
effectively increase the depth of the network without augmenting the number of
parameters.

The temporal evolution of the output of deep convolutional networks that
use frames can be modeled by sequence models, e.g. Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) [10]. To increase the depth of sequential models, LSTM layers can be
stacked [11], but might suffer from the degradation problem. Networks with a
large number of parameters or layers starve with action datasets, because of
the limited training data (e.g. 10K videos in the most popular benchmarking
datasets, UCF-101 and HMDB-51). It is therefore important not to increase the
number of optimizable parameters.

In this paper, we extend multi-layer LSTMs with residual connections and
explicitly learn appearance and motion in two separate streams. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time Residual LSTMs are applied to video action
recognition, as they were only applied to speech processing [12]. We use as input
features extracted from a 3D CNN, which provides a much richer representation
than a 2D CNN and reduces redundancy observed by the LSTMs on top. The pre-
dictions of the two-stream residual LSTMs are late fused using element-wise dot
aggregation, as opposed to adding the final score predictions. The proposed ar-
chitecture achieves competitive results on the UCF-101 dataset and outperforms
state-of-the-art methods for RNN-like architecture on the HMDB-51 dataset.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 reviews related work. Sec. 3 intro-
duces the proposed two-stage pipeline and data generation. Sec. 4 covers the
experimental protocol and discusses the results. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Related work

Spatiotemporal features can be learned by extending over time the connectivity
of a 2D CNN and fusing responses from subsequent frames in short fix-length
clips. This fusion leads to marginal gains over averaging predictions from a set
of uniformly sampled frames [4]. 3D CNN [5] extend convolutional kernels and
pooling operations over time, e.g. on 16-frame clips [13]. Increasing the temporal
interval can improve recognition, except for actions with periodic patterns, by
encoding longer temporal dynamics [8]. Improved results are obtained by com-
bining long-term convolution networks with different temporal intervals, e.g. 60
and 100 frames [8]. Averaging predictions from a few random frames (or clips)
may select samples that are uninformative for the action class. Max-pooling can
be applied to the last convolutional layer map responses of a 2D CNN across
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all the frames of the video (Conv Pooling) [11]. Subaction patterns shared by
actions classes may uniquely be assigned to a particular class, instead of to mul-
tiple classes, using frames or clips classification. To address this problem, local
spatiotemporal descriptors can be aggregated over the video by softly assigning
them to subaction anchors, as in ActionVLAD [14].

Temporal dynamics can be handled by sequence modeling via recurrent neu-
ral networks. Each frame can be processed in a shallow 3D CNN and the output
responses modeled with an LSTM trained separately [15]. End-to-end trained
architectures exists that combine a 2D CNN and a 5-layer LSTM [11]. Gated-
recurrent Units (GRU) [16], a simpler variant of LSTMs with similar perfor-
mance [17], consist of two gates only (update and reset gates) and the internal
state (output state) is fully exposed. We refer the reader to [18] for an in-depth
survey on recent advances in the subject.

Convolutional LSTMs [19] replace the fully connected layers in input-to-
state and state-to-state transitions with convolutional layers, thus maintaining
the spatial structure of input frames or convolutional maps from input to out-
put. Spatial data redundancy can be reduced by substituting the fully connected
layer with convolutions. Each pair of frames can be passed through two 2D CNNs
with shared weights, whose outputs are then connected in a 3D convolutional
layer and passed to a ConvLSTM [20]. ConvALSTM [21] combines the benefits
of both ConvLSTM and Attention-LSTM [22, 23], but relies on a shallow convo-
lutional network for the soft-attention mechanism, unlike the Attention-LSTM.
L2STM [24] extends the LSTM formulation to learn independent hidden state
transitions of memory cells for individual spatial locations.

Motion information (e.g. optical flow) and appearance (e.g. RGB data) can
be modeled in two separate classification models and then the two indepen-
dent softmax predictions are (late) fused. Examples of architectures include a
two-stream 2D CNN [6], a long-term convolutional network [8], and Action-
VLAD [14]. Moreover, spatial and temporal streams can also be fused after the
last convolutional layer [7]. Cross-modal training is also possible on sequential
models: L2STM [24] modifies the gradient update equations for the input and
forget gates to jointly adapt their parameters accounting for the loss of both
streams during back-propagation. Motion information is easier for training from
scratch with limited training data [6, 8], and is useful for attentional mechanisms
and action localization [21].

3 Residual learning with RNNs

In this section we present the proposed stacked residual network (depicted in
Fig. 1) and the data generation process. We also present our approach for model
selection and evaluation.

3.1 The two-stage pipeline

Let V ∈ R
mx×my×lv be a video of duration lv that represents an action and whose

frames have size mx ×my pixels. Let Kv = ⌊ lv
r
⌋ − 1, be the number of clips in
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Fig. 1: The proposed residual stacked RNN architecture. The input video, V ,
is divided into clips from which spatiotemporal features are extracted with a
3D CNN. The residual stacked RNN learns temporal dependencies between an
action class and elements of a sampled subset of features, x0, of duration T .

V , where r is the stride between each clip. Let each clip Si ∈ R
mx×my×s have

a duration s empirically defined so that Si captures a gesture in V . A gesture
is a movement of body parts that can be used to control and to manipulate, or
to communicate. A temporal concatenation of gestures composes an action [25].
Unlike frame-level predictions [11], we aim to encapsulate each Si with a latent
representation of much lower dimension, ai ∈ R

df , which is expected to encode
a gesture.

Let the spatiotemporal features of Si be extracted4 with a 3D CNN [26, 3],
as ai = E(Si) ∈ R

df , thus obtaining a = {ai|i = 1 . . .Kv; ai ∈ R
df }, from which

we extract a subset x0 of size T : x0 = {x0
t = aσ(t)|t = 1, . . . , T ; aσ(t) ∈ a}, where

σ(t) = 1 + ⌊(t− 1)Kv−1
T−1 ⌋.

The final step learns the temporal dependencies between the input sequence
x0 using the residual recurrent neural network. Instead of fitting an underlying
mapping H(x), the same stack of layers in residual learning generates H(x) to fit
another mapping F (x) = H(x)+x. The network learns a residual mapping F (x)
to approximate H(x) rather than F (x). Given a stack of recurrent neural units
of depth L, at layer l and timestep t the input is xl−1

t . The previous memory
and cell states for layer l from timestep t − 1 are ml

t−1 and clt−1, respectively.
Then, ml

t and clt are calculated using the recurrent equations e.g. LSTM [27],
and the input to layer l + 1 at timestep t is xl

t = ml
t + xl−1

t .

4Note that our architecture is independent from the particular CNN structure and
other models can be used as extractor, e.g. TSN [26] or I3D [3] (see Fig. 1(a)).
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Each RNN layer in the residual RNN part has index l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. The
dimension of the input at time t in layer l must be the same as the memory
ml

t since the addition in the residual equation is performed element-wise. The
overall structure is the same as in [28] (see Fig. 1(b)).

Let Θl be the parameter of the recurrent model at layer l, and L the total
number of LSTM layers. If P is total number of action classes, ml

t, x
l
t ∈ R

df ,
y ∈ R

P , and Wy ∈ R
df×P is a fully connected layer, then the recurrent part of

our hierarchical residual RNN model is updated using:

clt,m
l
t = LSTMl(c

l
t−1,m

l
t−1, x

l−1
t ;Θl)

xl
t = ml

t + xl−1
t

(1)

where T is the number of time steps. At the l-th layer we obtain the hidden
state from LSTMl using the input xl−1

t , the input at the (l + 1)-th layer is the
residual equation: xl

t = ml
t+xl−1

t . We obtain the final score ŷ through a softmax
layer at the last time step T using

ŷ = softmax((mL
T )

⊤.Wy). (2)

Under this formulation, our residual RNN model will learn the temporal
dependencies of each clip Si and perform a video level prediction by adding a
softmax layer on top of the last LSTM unit at the last time step T (see Fig. 1(b)).

3.2 Fusion

We extend the multi-layer residual LSTM to handle two streams, namely the
RGB video, V , and the optical flow, which has been shown to be useful for CNN
based models [7]. Girdhar [14] explored three fusion methods to combine RGB
and Flow CNN models.

Given two feature vectors u, v ∈ R
m, we consider for fusion the element-wise

sum and the element-wise product. For the element-wise sum, ⊕, the fusion is
u ⊕ v = (u1 + v1, . . . , um + vm). This method is expected to help if the two
responses have high scores, whereas small perturbations in either vector will
be ignored. The element-wise product, ⊙, is u ⊙ v = (u1.v1, . . . , um.vm). This
scheme encourages the highest scores and tends to diminish small responses.

We feed the input video, V , to a pre-trained 3D-CNN, xc = 3D-CNNc(V ),
and the optical flow, V f , through a pre-trained flow model, xf = 3D-CNNf (V f )

(see Fig. 2(a)). With mid fusion, x0 = {x0
t = xc

t ◦ x
f
t |t = 1, . . . , T}, where

◦ ∈ {⊕,⊙}. We then train a Res-LSTM model using x0 as input. With late

fusion, we use the input xc (xf ) to train a Res-LSTM for the appearance (optical
flow) network. Once the models are trained we obtain the softmax predictions,
ŷc and ŷf , for each modality network. The final prediction is ŷ = ŷc ◦ ŷf , where
◦ ∈ {⊕,⊙} (see Fig 2(b)). Results of these fusion methods are shown in Table 2.

3.3 Data generation

We consider two strategies of data augmentation [24], depending on the CNN
architecture used. The first strategy consists of fixing the spatial dimension and
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Fig. 2: Fusion schemes on two-stream Res-LSTM: (a) in mid fusion after obtain-
ing the spatiotemporal features from the RGB(Flow) network we combine the
features using either element-wise or dot product to produce a single vector x0

that serves as the input to a Res-LSTM model, (b) late fusion on the other hand
trains a separate Res-LSTM for each modality input, the predictions of each
modality network are then combined for a final prediction.

varying the temporal axis of the input stream,

VS = {V
(1)
clip, V

(2)
clip, . . . , V

(v)
clip|V

(i)
clip ∈ R

mx×my×lt}, (3)

where lt ≤ lv and we let r to be a fixed stride between each clip V
(i)
clip ⊂ V . The

second strategy consists of sampling a fixed set of spatial crops with a temporal
length of T < lv. We select 10 crops from four corners and the center of each
frame, along with their mirrors. We thus sample a new set VS ∈ R

10×mx×my×T

for a given input video V . After a forward pass through the CNN, we obtain our
spatiotemporal matrix of descriptors A ∈ R

10×T×df , where df is the spatiotem-
poral feature dimension. Finally, the input to the recurrent network is obtained
as follows:

x0 = {x0
t ∈ R

df |t = 1, . . . , T}, (4)

where

x0
t =

1

Kc

∑

k=1,...,Kc

A(k, t, :), (5)

where Kc is the number of crops (in our case Kc = 10). We found that the mean
over the features of crops is preferable to just considering each crop separately.

4 Experimental results

We will first introduce the datasets, evaluation measures, and implementation
details. Then we will discuss the choice of key parameters of the proposed method
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Fig. 3: Influence of size and depth on the performance of the LSTM. (a) Dimen-
sion of the hidden layers; (b) residual depth on HMDB-51; (c) residual depth on
UCF-101.

and compare with both static (non-sequential) and sequential state-of-the-art
approaches.

We carried out the experiments on HMDB-51 [29] and UCF-101 [30]. HMDB-
51 consists of 6, 849 videos of 51 categories, each category containing at least
101 instances. Actions can be categorized into 5 groups: facial actions, facial
actions involving objects, body movements, body movements involving objects,
and human interactions. UCF-101 provides 13,320 videos from 101 action cat-
egories, that can be categorized into: human-object interaction, body-motion
only, human-human interaction, playing musical instruments, and sports. Re-
sults will be reported in terms of accuracy (%) over the split-1 on both datasets,
as in [13].

For the parameter discussion in the next section we used as feature extractor a
C3D pre-trained on Sports-1M [13]. Input clips were of temporal length |Si| = 16,
with a stride of r = 8 between them. For our final architecture features were
extracted using the TSN [26] model, and the sparse features were of size 25.
For training the residual recurrent network we used the RMSProp optimizer [31]
with a learning rate of ǫ = 10−3.

4.1 Discussion on parameters

In this section we discuss the choice of the hidden layer size, the depth, the
duration, and the fusion strategy for the deep residual network.

We varied the hidden layer size h, given the 4, 096-dimensional spatiotem-
poral features extracted by the pre-trained C3D [13]. The best validation per-
formance of the model increased before h = 1024 and stagnated after this value
(Fig. 3(a)). We therefore used h = 1024 as a base parameter to our models.

A number of works [3, 32, 33] have shown that longer temporal window over
the input of the 3D-CNN input leads to better performance. In Table 1, we can
see that even for LSTM, longer time inputs lead to better performance. However,
we may face the vanishing gradient problem using this class of model for very
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Table 1: Impact of the value of the time step T on accuracy.

T 5 15 25 35

HMDB-51 59.5 60.2 61.5 61.4
UCF-101 77.9 79.9 79.5 80.9

Table 2: Impact on accuracy of different mid and late fusion strategies on the
2-layer Res-LSTM on the HMDB-51 dataset.

Strategy Mid Late
fusion fusion

⊕ (element-wise sum) 59.3 65.2
⊙ (element-wise product) 56.5 68.0

w1.F low + w2.RGB − 63.3

long sequence input. As for the temporal duration, T = 25 and T = 355 are
the best choices for HMDB-51 and UCF-101, respectively. After these values the
model starts overfitting.

To analyze the impact of the residual connections in the stacked recurrent
neural networks context, we reduce the dimensionality of the 4, 096 input fea-
tures. The dimensionality of input and output need to match in order to per-
form the residual addition. To do so, we apply PCA over the initial feature
of shape 4, 096 (extracted from a pre-trained C3D model) to fit with the di-
mension of the residual RNN. We select a set of dimensions D = {Rdm |dm ∈
[256, 512, 1024, 2048]}, and we train our hierarchical RNN, with and without
residual part6. Fig. 3 shows that the residual connections help generalization
in both datasets: even when dropping on performance, the residual RNN still
performs better.

We tested stacking 2, 3, and 4 recurrent layers (Fig. 3(b)-(c)): stacking only
two layers provides the best depth for the residual model as working with 3D-
CNN reduces the number of feature samples per-video and thus a model with
more layers is more likely to overfit the data. In contrast, for 2D-CNN feature
extraction, the dataset is quite large because each frame is a feature and therefore
the residual RNN model will have enough data to tune its parameters for more
layers. This is why the authors in [11] were able to train 5-layers RNN.

Finally, late fusion outperforms mid fusion on HMDB-51 using Res-LSTM.
For point-wise addition the gain is near 6% and for point-wise product it is 13%,
with a clear benefit of the product aggregation ”⊙”. We use the same weights
as the original TSN [26], i.e., (w1, w2) ∈ (1.5, 1) (see Table 2).

5Note however, that the final scores we report are for T = 25 to allow for a fair
comparison with the TSN model [26].

6We discarded the 4, 096 feature vector because of computational requirements.
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Table 3: Comparison on Split-1 of UCF-101 with complex movements.

Data Types L2STM Res-LSTM Gain

Human-Object Interaction 86.7 88.2 ↑ 1.5

Human-Human Interaction 95.4 96.9 ↑ 1.5

Body-Motion Only 88.6 90.7 ↑ 2.1

Playing Instrument - 97.3 -
Sports - 93.2 -

Pizza Tossing 72.7 66.7 ↓ 6.0
Mixing Batter 86.7 91.1 ↑ 4.4

Playing Dhol 100 100 ≡
Salsa Spins 100 97.7 ↓ 2.3
Ice Dancing 100 100 ≡

4.2 Final model evaluation

We evaluate our model on coarse UCF-101 categories as well as on complex
action classes, following [24]. Table 3 shows that our model outperforms L2STM
in the coarse categories they reported and also in Mixing Batter with a gain of
4.41. However, the performance drops for the complex classes Pizza Tossing and
Salsa Spins, probably because of the speed of the actions that our model was
not able to capture well. Fig. 4 shows the classification of some of the examples
with the top confidences for each video example.

Also, we compare our final model to other RNN-like architectures. Table 4
lists the performances and pre-training used by each solution. Our Res-LSTM
outperforms the LSTM solutions in HMDB-51, while still being close to L2STM [24]
and Pre-RNN [34] performances on UCF-101.

In addition, Fig. 5 reports the confusion matrices of our model on UCF-101
and HMDB-51. The classes in both datasets are rearranged using the coarse
category labels provided in each dataset.

We also combined our method with IDT, following other state-of-the-art
approaches [8, 14, 21]. From the combination, we obtained an improvement of
accuracy of, respectively, +0.5% and +8.9% in UCF-101 and HMDB-51. In or-
der to analyze the larger improvement in HMDB-51, we illustrate the confusion
matrix for the combination in Fig. 6a and the subtraction of the confusion ma-
trices before and after the combination in Fig. 6b. Finally, Fig. 6c illustrates the
per-class accuracy improvement on the HMDB-51 categories after the combina-
tion with IDT which improved (or maintained) the accuracy on 45 of the 51
categories, while only getting worse performance on 7.

Finally, we compare to a broader set of works, either sequential or non-
sequential (static) models in Table 5. Most of them only report results over the
three splits in both UCF-101 and HMDB-51. Those that provide the accuracy
in Split-1 are marked with ’*’.
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prediction; red bar: incorrect class prediction.
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Fig. 5: Confusion matrices with rearranged classes to group coarse categories.
For UCF-101: human-object interaction (HO), body-motion only (BM), human-
human interaction (HH), playing musical instrument (PI), and sports (S). For
HMDB-51: facial actions (F), facial actions w/ object manipulation (FO), body
movements (BM), body movements w/ object interaction (BO), and body move-
ments for human interaction (HH). (a) Res-LSTM confusion matrix on UCF-101,
(b) Res-LSTM confusion matrix on HMDB51
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Fig. 6: Confusion matrices and per-class accuracy improvement after combining
our Res-LSTM with IDT on HMDB-51. The ordering of classes in (a) and (b)
is rearranged as in Fig 6a. (a) Res-LSTM ⊙ IDT confusion matrix on HMDB-
51, (b) Subtraction of Res-LSTM ⊙ IDT and Res-LSTM confusion matrices on
HMDB-51, (c) Per-class accuracy improvement after combining with IDT.

5 Conclusion

We have shown the benefits of the residual connection and of the fusion of
appearance and motion features for an action recognition pipeline with a stacked
recurrent neural network. Our solution obtained state-of-the-art against LSTM
solutions on the HMDB-51 dataset.

Compared to CNN-like state-of-the-art, the RNN based models are still chal-
lenging. As future work, we will investigate the joint learning strategy by merging
the spatiotemporal features from the 3D CNN directly with the RNN layer in an
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Table 4: Performance comparison of RNN-like architectures. UCF-101 accuracies
are over split-1, except for [24] that only reports accuracy over the three splits.
’*’ indicates that the method may or not use a pre-trained model, depending on
the CNN used.

Method Pre-training UCF-101 HMDB-51
ImageNet 1M Sports

TwoLSTM [35] X X 88.3 -
VideoLSTM [21] X ✗ 89.2 56.4
L2STM [24] X ✗ 93.6 66.2
Pre-RNN [34] X ✗ 93.7 -

Res-LSTM * * 92.5 68.0

Table 5: Comparison on UCF-101 and HMDB-51.
Model Method UCF-101 HMDB-51

S
ta
ti
c
m
o
d
el
s

FST-CNN [36] 88.1 59.1
TDD [37] 90.3 63.2

KV-CNN [38] 93.1 63.3
LTC [39] 91.7 64.8

TDD + IDT [37] 91.5 65.9
ST-ResNet [40] 93.4 66.4
STM-ResNet [41] 94.2 68.2
LTC + IDT [39] 92.7 67.2

TSN [26] 94.2 69.4
ST-ResNet + IDT [40] 94.6 70.3
STM-ResNet + IDT [41] 94.9 72.2

STC-ResNext [33] 95.8‡ 72.6‡

I3D [3] 98.0 80.7

S
eq
u
en
ti
a
l
m
o
d
el
s

LRCN [42] 82.9 -
AttLSTM [43] 77.0* 41.3

UnsuperLSTM [44] 84.3* 44.0‡

RLSTM-g3 [45] 86.9 55.3
TwoLSTM [35] 88.3* -
VideoLSTM [21] 89.2* 56.4

VideoLSTM + IDT [21] 91.5* 63.0
L2STM [24] 93.6 66.2
PreRNN [34] 93.7* −

Res-LSTM (ours) 92.5* 68.0*
Res-LSTM (ours) ⊙ IDT 93.0* 76.9*

‡ Only RGB modality is used
* Evaluation on split-1

end-to-end learning pipeline. The end-to-end learning framework between CNN
and RNN has been successfully applied to sound classification [46], we believe
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that this may help to reduce the gap for RNN solution in action recognition
problem as well.
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